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While we wait anxiously for the moment 
to have you back in our Shop,

We inform you that the #Covaathome 
home delivery and shipping service 

is active.

25% of sales made until Easter will be 
donated to the Lombardy Region as a 
contribution to the construction of the 
new hospital in Milan in the Fiera area.

Browse our catalogue and contact us on 
info@covamilano.com or via Whatsapp 
at +393703627923 to place your orders.

It will be sufficient to provide us with your 
info, including the Codice Fiscale, and the 

delivery or shipping address.
Delivery is free in the city of Milan 

for orders over € 30.00.

Finally, in order to ensure a “contactless” 
delivery in complete safety both for you 
customers and for our agents, we inform 
you that the payment will be made upon 

confirmation of the order by bank transfer 
or credit card.



Traditional Dove cake in heritage wrapping

The Cova dove cake is the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 
production process, which respects the times of a 

long leavening. Packaged manually it is available in 
colorful assorted wraps, with tone-on-tone ribbon.

Kg.1 - €40,00



Traditional Dove cake in “cappelliera” 
with chocolate eggs

 Enriched by a precious package, the classic dove 
cake recipe is dressed in refined elegance, combining 
top quality ingredients with a gift box with and the  

addition of assorted praline eggs.

Kg.1 - €75,00



Milk chocolate egg

 Fantasy and creative flair make each egg special, 
which comes from a production process handed 

down for generations. The cocoa blends are in fact 
mixed with cocoa butter, sugar, milk and vanilla, in 
a rigorous manufacturing process. Mixed, tempered, 

modeled and then manually wrapped, it becomes 
the real surprise of the Easter holidays. 

gr.250 - €42,00
gr.350 - €62,00



Dark chocolate egg

gr.250 - €42,00
gr.350 - €62,00

 Fantasy and creative flair make each egg special,
 which comes from a production process handed 

down for generations. The cocoa blends are in fact 
mixed with cocoa butter, sugar, milk and vanilla, in 
a rigorous manufacturing process. Mixed, tempered, 

modeled and then manually wrapped, it becomes 
the real surprise of the Easter holidays. 



Milk chocolate egg with 
toasted and salted almonds

 Gourmet eggs are born from the encounter 
between chocolate and the most precious lightly 

salted nuts. Made in a single 400 gram format with 
milk chocolate, with toasted and salted almonds.

gr.400 - €90,00



Milk chocolate egg with 
toasted and salted pistachios

 Gourmet eggs are born from the encounter 
between chocolate and the most precious lightly 

salted nuts. Made in a single 400 gram format with 
milk chocolate, with toasted and salted pistachios.

gr.400 - €90,00



Box with sugar coated chocolate eggs

gr.250 - €28,00

 A dark chocolate shell encloses a delicate cremino 
paste. In a gift box with a transparent lid, they are 

characterized by a colored external coating and 
a soft and delicate filling.



Boxes with pralined chocolate eggs

gr.200 - €24,00
gr.350 - €36,00

 Praline eggs characterized by a creamy filling in 
assorted flavors: almond, hazelnut, pistachio and 

cocoa. Individually wrapped in elegant colored foil 
and placed in a gift box.



Transparent box with truffles

gr.300 - €37,00

 An elegant box with assorted truffles.



 Bussolotti with pralined eggs

gr.150 - €17,00
gr.250 - €26,00

In soft pastel colors, the best-selling collection of 
boxes is dressed in spring colors, offering an 

assortment of pralined chocolate eggs.



Egg shaped box with pralined chocolate eggs

gr.200 - €30,00

This box reproduces the shape of the Easter egg, 
in soft spring colors, with an assortment of 

pralined chocolate  eggs.



Traditional dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and 2 chocolate chicks (35gr) - yellow

The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with 
2 chocolate chicks.

Kg.1 - €55,00

BUNDLES



Traditional dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and 2 chocolate chicks (35gr) - pink

The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with 
2 chocolate chicks.

Kg.1 - €55,00

BUNDLES



Traditional dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and 2 chocolate chicks (35gr) - green

The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with 
2 chocolate chicks.

Kg.1 - €55,00

BUNDLES



Traditional dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and a box with sugar coated chocolate eggs (250gr)

The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with  a box of our 
colorful and delicious sugar coated eggs with 

cremino paste.

Kg.1 - €64,00

BUNDLES



Traditional Dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and a box with pralined chocolate eggs (200gr)

The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with a box of our 
pralined chocolate eggs, two classic Easter symbols.

Kg.1 - €60,00

BUNDLES



Traditional Dove cake in heritage wrapping (1Kg) 
and a box with pralined chocolate eggs (350gr)

 The classic Cova dove cake, the result of a careful 
selection of excellent raw materials and an artisanal 

production process, together with a box of our 
pralined chocolate eggs, two classic Easter symbols.

Kg.1 - €70,00

BUNDLES



Box with sugar coated chocolate eggs  (250gr) 
and a box with pralined chocolate eggs (200gr)

gr.200 e gr.250 - €50,00

Two elegant boxes of chocolate eggs, 
sugar coated chocolate eggs and assorted pralined 

eggs, as a symbol of the loved chocolate Easter 
tradition.

BUNDLES
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